Made One in Christ
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Patterson has produced a little gem here which is
suitable for choirs of all sizes who can sing in 4 parts.
Parker’s text is wonderful, and speaks of the unity of
the Body of Christ through faith, service, and sacrifice.
The keyboard part is simple, yet effective, meaning
that under the right circumstances, this could be done
with a youth choir and/or accompanist. East to learn,
this anthem has a message which will be powerful in
its understatement.  Very Well done.   L-M; end-ff; M.
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This is a great anthem, but it might take some patience in the reading to discover it. Make no mistake,
it will sing well, and nothing here is difficult or off
putting. But as an Easter piece it is not at all “rah
rah.” Instead it is quiet; so much so that the “Alleluia” passages seem out of place at the beginning.
But if you stay with it, you will be rewarded with a
moving, dramatic anthem that will touch listeners.
Find the right place for this; you’ll be glad you did.
L-M; end-ff; M.
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